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CL1: Are the COVID-19 loan provisions optional? 
A: Yes, we believe the loan provisions are optional. While it’s clear that the increase in the loan limit is optional, 
it’s less clear on the one-year suspension of repayments and on the one-year extension of the term of a loan. 
The statute seems to indicate that these are required, not optional. The IRS, however, interpreted similar 
language that was part of the Katrina Emergency Tax Relief Act of 2005 (KETRA) as these being optional (see 
IRS Notice 2005-92). We are hoping to receive guidance from the IRS similar to Notice 2005-92, and we also 
expect related issues under DOL’s  jurisdiction to be addressed as they were in Notice 2005-92. 

CL2: If a plan allows loans increased to $100,000, is the employer responsible for determining if an 
employee meets the de�nition of a quali�ed individual?
A: The CARES Act states that the administrator of an eligible retirement plan may rely on an employee’s 
representation that the employee satis�es the conditions to be a quali�ed individual. 

CL3: If one of the business owners is also a participant, are they still eligible for the new loan provision of up 
to $100,000?
A: Yes, if they meet the de�nition of quali�ed individual, they are eligible for the increased loan amount.

CL4: Can a business owner (a dentist) that is laying people o� qualify for the distribution or participant loan 
option under COVID-19? He’s not closing his business but is de�nitely feeling the e�ects of this. Is this an 
obvious area I am overlooking?
A: It seems you are asking about whether the dentist would be considered a quali�ed individual. The 
answer is yes. One of the criteria to be an eligible individual is the individual experiences adverse �nancial 
consequences as a result of, among other items, “closing or reducing hours of business owned or operated 
by the individual.” 

CL5: Can a terminated employee take a COVID-19 loan when the plan only allows loans to active employees?
A: Yes. A plan can permit terminated employees to take COVID-19 loans. This will require a change to the 
plan’s loan program to allow the loans to terminated employees. The loan program will also need to be 
modi�ed if it only permits loan repayments by payroll deduction.

COVID-19 LOANS

Eligibility & Adoption

A common question regarding the CARES Act loan provision is whether the loan provisions are optional or 
mandatory. Remember that, if allowed by the plan, a qualifying individuali may take a plan loan up to the 
lesser of $100,000 or 100% of the participant’s vested account balance. This only applies to loans made on or 
before September 23, 2020 (180 days following enactment of CARES). 
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CL6: Does the extension of the loan repayments expire on 12/31/2020 so it’s only really a year applied 
retroactively back to 1/1/2020?
A: The law provides that any loan repayments due between March 27, 2020, and December 31, 2020, can be 
delayed. Thus, for example, a loan repayment that would be due in December 2020 could be extended to 
December 2021. 

CL7: Does the rule providing that the maximum dollar loan amount is reduced by the principal paid on any 
loans in the past 12 months (i.e., the di�erence between the highest outstanding balance and the current 
balance of a loan) apply? 
A: Yes, that rule still applies. The CARES Act only increased the limit on participant loans for quali�ed 
individuals. It did not change the calculation of the maximum permissible loan under IRC §72(p) so the 
calculation would be $100,00 minus the amount of principal repaid in the prior 12-month period. For 
example, suppose an employee took a $40,000 loan in 2019 and repaid the entire loan in January 2020. The 
maximum the employee could borrow under the CARES Act would be $60,000 ($100,000 - $40,000 principal 
repaid in the prior 12 months).

CL8: If a plan does not already allow loans and the client wants to add loans temporarily due to COVID-19, do 
they have to amend the plan to allow loans, then amend to remove them? Or can they add them temporarily 
as part of the COVID-19 amendment?
A: This can be handled as part of the e�ective date of the amendment. For example, the amendment could 
provide: “For the 180 day-period beginning on March 27, 2020, the plan permits loans in accordance with the 
following provisions: ...”

CL9: If a plan only allows CARES Act loans, how do they establish the interest rate, etc., other provisions of 
the loan policy if the amendment is not required until 12/31/2022?
A: The law only extends the deadline to adopt a plan amendment. The plan would still need to establish the 
parameters of the loan program in order to operationally implement the program.

CL10: How will amortization schedules be revised? Is there a consensus regarding how this should be 
handled?
A: We are not aware of any consensus on how this should be handled. Presumably the outstanding principal 
and accrued interest would be re-amortized before the repayments must begin. This would be similar to re-
amortizing a loan under the IRC §72(p) regulations when changing interest rates or including a new loan into 
an existing loan. 

Administration & Reporting
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CL11: Can you con�rm that if a plan only allows one outstanding loan at a time, then a participant won’t be 
able to request a higher loan amount until the existing loan has been repaid?
A: Con�rmed. The CARES Act increases the maximum loan, but it does not force a plan sponsor to change its 
existing loan program. Of course, the plan’s loan program could be amended to allow for more than one loan 
at a time.

CL12: An employee is laid o� 3/13/2020 with an outstanding loan. Loan repayments are via payroll deduction 
but there is no payroll. Under the CARES Act, the loan can be extended for one year from 3/27/2020. What 
do they do about repayments that could not be made between 3/13 and 3/27?
A: Unfortunately, this is not covered by the CARES Act. It would need to be handled like any other non-
repayment of a loan (i.e., if not repaid by the plan’s grace period, then the loan would be a default). 

CL13: What do you recommend we tell clients asking the question, “What do we do about loan payments 
for employees that may come back to work?” Do they need to have the employee send checks for loan 
payments while there is no payroll, or, do you think it best to tell the client wait and see when we have more 
guidance and in a few months when you know the employees are coming back? I feel that it may be best to 
tell employers to take a pause and wait to see what happens since the loans would not default under current 
loan policy without relief until 7/1/2020, as that would be one full quarter with no loan payments.
A: We can’t provide a de�nitive answer, but your suggested approach makes sense. The individuals are 
quali�ed individuals so the plan could use the CARES Act loan repayment delay. The plan could either: (1) 
apply the one-year delay from the outset; (2) accept checks for loan repayments; or (3) wait until 7/1/20 
before deciding whether to use the CARES Act provision (or a combination of (2) and (3) could be used). 

CL14: Since interest continues to accrue on COVID-19 loan repayment suspensions, there is a mathematical 
need to either re-amortize payments or take more payments. Someone has to do the calculations. Someone 
is going to charge for these calculations. On large loans, no big deal maybe. On a $2,000 loan, the 
re-amortization fee could be higher than the additional interest. Is there any relief where if the additional 
interest is less than $100 or $150 just take same number of payments and can disregard additional interest?
A: The CARES Act requires that the additional interest accrue during the period that payments are 
suspended. There is no de minimis amount in the law where this does not have to be done. Perhaps IRS 
guidance will address this.
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CL15: We envision some problems on COVID-19 loans due to market volatility. These issues exist already but 
the COVID-19 limit and market volatility make them more likely to be an issue. A participant has $20,500 in 
their account on day 1, and they request a $20,000 COVID-19 loan on day 1. On day 2 they sign a promissory 
note and amortization schedule for $20,000 loan. On day 3, the recordkeeper goes to distribute the loan 
and there is only $19,000. What do they do? Restart whole process? Or just redo the amortization schedule? 
This can be a really downward cycle. Recordkeepers can do these documents quickly, but not quickly enough 
to deal with 10% market swings.
A: The moving target associated with making loans on daily valued plans has always been challenging with a 
cyclical market. For that reason, some providers have procedures in place that limit the maximum loan to a 
slightly smaller percentage of the maximum than otherwise allowed by the law. This would leave a bu�er for 
market fluctuations. 
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CL16: Some recordkeepers are waiving some fees for COVID-19 distributions and/or loans. There is no 
practical way to update ERISA §404(a)(5) notices timely. Is there a requirement to do so?
A: Yes, if the fees that can be charged to a participant’s account changes, then a new notice needs to be 
provided. There is not an exception in the CARES Act for this. Normally, the update must be provided at least 
30 days before the change. However, DOL Reg. §1.404a-5 has an exception for “unforeseeable circumstances 
beyond the control of the plan administrator.” In that case, the notice must be furnished as soon as 
reasonably practical. 

Notices
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CL17: If a loan is taken under the CARES Act provision, will the �rst payment of that loan be delayed one 
year from the date the loan is taken?
A: Yes, if the plan permits loan repayments to be delayed. 

CL18: If a participant has existing loans, are repayments of those loans delayed by one year?
A: Our interpretation of the law, which is based on the IRS interpretation of the same provision found 
in KETRA, is that it is optional whether a plan will allow the delay. IRS Notice 2005-92 provides details on how 
these rules apply (we would expect the IRS to apply the same rules here as they did in 2005 under KETRA). 

CL19: If a participant obtains a $100,000 loan and defers repayments for a year, will the accumulated 
interest cause the loan to violate the statutory limit? 
A: No. The limit is applied at the time the loan is made.

CL20: Does the extension of the loan repayments expire on 12/31/2020 so it’s only really a year applied 
retroactively back to 1/1/2020?
A: The law provides that any loan repayments due between March 27, 2020, and December 31, 2020, can be 
delayed. Thus, for example, a loan repayment that would be due in December 2020 could be extended to 
December 2021. 

Repayment Extension

i  A qualifying individual is de�ned as someone: 1. who Is diagnosed with the virus (via test approved by CDC), 2. whose spouse or dependent is 
diagnosed with the virus, or 3. who experiences adverse �nancial consequences as a result of:

• quarantine
• furlough
• lay o�
• reduced hours
•inability to work due to childcare
• closing of business
• or other factors as determined by the Secretary of the Treasury

The plan may rely on participant certi�cation that those condition(s) are met.
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